
Taylor Guitar Buying Guide 
Taylor Guitars are a trusted standby for professional guitar players and enthusiasts. Well 
known for their quality sound and assembly, musicians like Jason Mraz, Dave Matthews, and 
Price all swear by Taylor Guitars. Since Taylor Guitars were developed by the musician Bob 
Taylor, they addressed certain aspects that were lacking in quality acoustic guitars. With a 
rich tone and superior quality craftsmanship, Taylor guitars are a great choice for musicians. 
Taylor Guitars can be found at specialty stores and online retailers, like eBay. By learning 
about how Taylor Guitars differ from other guitars, the types of guitars, including body and 
wood type, shoppers can more easily decide what guitar best works for their needs. 

How Taylor Guitars Differ from Other Guitars 
Taylor Guitars have a solid body frame. They are not made using mixed particle board. This 
type of material glues together layers of wood and ultimately produces a lesser quality grain. 
Laminate tops, like plywood, produce guitars that are not as sturdy and do not have as good 
of a sound. Generally, they are less expensive, as well. Manufacturers for Taylor Guitars 
always use solid wood. 

Taylor Guitars were also the first acoustic guitars to incorporate a bolt-on-neck construction. 
Previously, the plate linking the neck and base of the guitar was adhered using glue. Bolts 
provide for a more stable assembly. Not only that, but they make it easier for people to fix 
problems with the neck or body. Repairs are therefore less costly and much easier. 

Though most Taylor Guitar models are acoustic, they produce a number of electric guitars. 
These guitars are hybrids of sorts, with semi hollow bodies and hollow bodies that utilize the 
benefits of both electric and acoustic guitars. Taylor sells one solid body electric guitar in a 
classic and standard configuration. 

Types of Taylor Guitars 
By selecting from seven different body types and four different tonewoods, people can find 
the Taylor Guitar that best fits their needs. Taylor Guitars designs Each body type to be better 
for certain musician body sizes and to produce a different sound. Wood choice can be 
determined aesthetically, but most people choose a wood based on the sound it produces. 

Body Types	  

The seven body types include Grand Auditorium, Dreadnaught, Grand Symphony, Grand 
Concert, Grand Orchestra, Baby, and Grand Symphony Mini. The Grand Auditorium is the 
most popular size and shape for musicians, and allows for easier fingerpicking and 
strumming. The sound is versatile hitting low tones, midrange, and high notes. The 
Dreadnaught is an excellent choice for flatpicking and rhythmic playing. It has a balanced 
tone with a clear bass. Meanwhile, the Grand Symphony has a large bass due to its pear 
shaped body. The bass has a piano-like quality to it, which many players find appealing. 
Since the Grand Orchestra is the largest, it produces the fullest, largest sound of all Taylor 
guitars, and is incredibly responsive.  



For people on the smaller side, the Grand Concert is a great choice. It is a more petite size; 
however, it is not made for a child. The less-taught strings and shorter scale lend to an ease in 
playing. The Baby Taylors are three fourths the size of a standard Taylor guitar, making them 
excellent for both kids and beginners. Despite its small size, the projection is fantastic. Grand 
Symphony Minis are a smaller version of the standard Grand Symphony. It has a great tone 
with high notes that are particularly spectacular.  

Woods	  

Different woods emit different tones. Depending on the ear, these tones can be subjective. 
Generally speaking these woods produce different tones that can be better for certain 
musicians and types of music. Taylor Guitars use Mahogany, Indian Rosewood, Maple, and 
Koa. Mahogany produces thick and bluesy tones that can work for many artists. Professionals 
suggest it for people who are unsure what tone they would like. Indian Rosewood produces 
deep lows and shimmering highs. With a scooped midrange, maple has a bright tone and is 
very focused. Articulation is much easier with a guitar made from maple. Many people are 
attracted to the exotic Koa because of its beautiful tone. The tone is reminiscent of its origin, 
Hawaii. Bright, rich, with increasing warmth as musicians play, it is no wonder why it is a 
favorite of many. 

Wood Type Quality Associated 

Mahogany Thick, and Bluesy 

Indian Rosewood Deep Lows, Shimmering Highs, and Scooped Midrange 

Maple Bright Tone, Focused, and Articulate 

Koa Exotic Hawaiian Tone 

We can therefore see that each wood has a different quality associated with it. Since sound is 
subjective, many people prefer one wood above another. For people who are unsure what 
tone would be best, they should listen to guitars made from these materials.  

How to Buy 
Now that you have learned about Taylor Guitars, it is time to find them on eBay. eBay is an 
excellent platform for finding new and used goods from a variety of vendors. Be sure to 
consider shipping costs in your budget, as well as any additional insurance or handling 
charges.  



Shoppers can search or browse categories, or a combination of the two. Either way, they 
should keep in mind that using synonyms can provide different results "Taylor Acoustic" is 
more specific than "Taylor Guitar," and may yield a lesser amount of results. Still, if you are 
more specific, you may be able to find exactly what you want in just seconds. Searching for 
"Taylor Grand Auditorium Rosewood" will show less results, but they may be exactly what 
you are looking for. 
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